The long, exhausting reach of dementia care.
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responsible path forward possible for Eteplirsen.

definitely be fulfilled. Dr Woodcock has charted the only ethical and scientifically

approvals process that is 100% accurate?
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money out of families and insurers – if, that's an if, insurers will pay for something that
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do the job, so they have to rely on the center directors, “ Zuckerman said. “Even the ones who

servant she has outlasted so many commissioners, who are political appointees.

Stephen Northrup, a partner in health care policy at lobbying firm Rampy Northrup, said

that caused serious heart problems and resulted in a spate of lawsuits against

Citizen’s Health Research Group, who often goes head-to-head with Woodcock. “Her tenure

”She has been in this position two decades now, “ said Dr. Michael Carome, who runs Public

labels on certain antidepressants warning of the risk of suicide among children. She also had

again. She had to parry criticism from Congress that the FDA moved too slowly to mandate

monitoring side e

Woodcock graduated from Bucknell University, received her medical degree from
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for this drug is that the patients will end up not being helped, and in some cases, a family will

devastating diseases — these consequences are extreme.”

she said during a public hearing in April. “Failing to approve a drug that actually works in

trial had not proved it.

scientists at the FDA were dubious of that benefit, saying Sarepta’s tiny 12-patient clinical
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